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Abstract 
It needs to know the complexity of sport products form its marketing characters. In this 
paper, sport products is divided to many types from its consumers, consumers’ needs, its 
existing ways and the holistic concept of product, such as sport spirit, sportsmanship, 
sport technique and tactics, sport sponsorship, sport lottery, sporting events, medals, 
sport clothes, etc. 
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1. Introduction 

In real life, sports phenomena are complex, which reflects the complex nature of sport products. 
To fully understand sport products, fully understand the relationship between the constituent 
elements of sport products, classify and refine sport products, identify the social nature of 
sports product production, and then deduce the relationship of this aggregate itself, we need to 
analyze it from the perspective of marketing. Different sport products have different marketing 
methods. The marketing classification of sport products is conducive to the similar 
modularization of sports marketing practice. Only when the products are clear, can different 
marketing practice technologies be produced. The marketing classification of sport products 
defines the framework, scope and limit of analysis theory, which is conducive to the enrichment 
and perfection of sport marketing theory. 
Existing studies have mainly divided sport products into three categories: first, public welfare 
sport products, which emphasize the social attributes of sport products, called public sport 
products, which are provided by the government free of charge; Second, physical sport 
products exchanged in the market, also known as economic products; Third, quasi public goods 
between public goods and economic products are exchanged in the market with low charges. 
There is no research on sport products as a whole concept in the sense of marketing, which is 
not conducive to the development of sport marketing theory. These expressions limit the 
connotation of sport products and do not comprehensively list the sport products existing in 
reality. This paper will study the marketing classification of sport products. 

2. Overview of Sport Products 

In the sense of marketing, products are provided to the market, used and consumed by people, 
and can meet some needs of people. Anything that can be provided to the market and meet a 
certain desire or need can be called a product. 
Sports has the characteristics of taking physical exercise (or sports action) as the basic means. 
As a kind of physical exercise, sports does not have the function of producing and processing 
physical products. Sport products in a broad sense are all things that exist due to sports 
activities. They are the collection of the direct products of sports activities and their derivatives. 
In the Guiding Catalogue for industrial structure adjustment (2019 version) (Bulletin of the 
Chinese State Council No. 1 in 2020), sports industry activities as encouragement include 11 
items: Sports management activities; Sports competition performance activities; Sports fitness 
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and leisure activities; Management of sports venues and facilities; Sports brokerage and agency, 
advertising and exhibition, performance and design services; Physical education and training; 
Sports media and information service; Sports tourism, health and rehabilitation, finance and 
asset management services; R & D and manufacturing of sporting goods and related products; 
Sales, rental and trade agency of sporting goods and related products; Construction of sports 
facilities. The product of these sports activities is sport products, which can meet the 
consumption demand related to sports activities and realize its value through exchange, 
including all valuable tasks, places, organizations, technologies and even ideas. Lists of sport 
products will be described in detail below. 

3. Marketing Classification Basis of Sport Products 

The concept of marketing requires to focus on consumer demand and take the satisfaction of 
consumer demand as the primary task. The existence of sport products is also determined by 
the needs of consumers in the market. Without consumers, there will be no sport products. 
Without the needs of consumers, sport products cannot exist in the market. sport products exist 
in social reality in a certain form to meet the needs of different consumers. Any existing sport 
products can meet some needs of consumers to varying degrees. The basic classification of 
marketing of sport products includes three basic bases: consumers, consumers' needs and the 
existence form of sport products. 
With the development of marketing, this paper puts forward the overall concept of product and 
makes a complete, systematic and scientific expression of the concept of product under the 
condition of market economy. The product analysis of the overall concept takes the basic 
interests of consumers as the core, deeply analyzes sport products, guides the marketing 
practice of sport products, and truly establishes the market positioning and market position of 
sport products, which is also an important basis for the classification of sports product 
marketing. 

3.1. Consumers of Sport Products and Their Needs 
Consumers are the buyers and users of products, including individuals and organizations 
composed of individuals and groups. Organizations can be enterprises and non-profit 
organizations, as well as national and local governments at all levels. The consumers of sport 
products include all these types and have complex characteristics of multiple categories. 
National and local governments need sports. All kinds of large-scale sport events are held in the 
name of the country or city; Each club is inseparable from the local government in the holding 
of leagues, which shows that the national and local governments are consumers of sport 
products. The state and governments at all levels represent the interests of the public. They 
have the responsibility to provide social sport products to meet the overall sports needs of the 
public. Both the state and local governments regard the production of sport products as an 
important tool to realize their social functions such as displaying their power, obtaining 
superior psychology and improving people's happiness. Related to national and local 
governments are public sport products. The achievements and honors obtained in large-scale 
sports competitions and sports competitions that improve the popularity of the government 
and show the power of the government, the stadiums and gymnasiums needed for vanity 
comparison and holding large-scale events, and the sportsmanship and sportsmanship 
publicized to encourage the public to struggle can meet their needs and have the attribute of 
self-production and self-marketing. In order to meet the public's fitness needs, superior 
psychology and other sports needs, the government also needs to provide more sport products, 
including public fitness places, sports policies, sports lottery and scientific fitness knowledge. 
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From the perspective of production in the industrial chain, enterprises and non-profit 
organizations can be divided into sports producing organizations and non-sports producing 
organizations. Sports producing organizations are divided into profit-making (enterprises) and 
non-profit. In order to produce sport products, they buy or rent products for sports producing 
related factor, such as athletes, coaches and venues to meet the needs of themselves and their 
customers, as to become manufacturers and consumers in a universal sense. Non-sports 
producing enterprises and non-profit organizations are direct consumers of sport products. In 
order to expand the popularity of their products and organizations brand, they buy the right to 
use sport products with social influence (sports organization’s name and sports event’s name), 
buy sports entertainment products for entertaining internal and external customers of the 
organization, and carry out sports fitness training to improve the health of employees. 
Mass sports consumption is the core and driving force of the development of sports industry. 
The diversity of individual sports needs determines that they consume a variety of sport 
products. Generally speaking, individuals’ sports needs include fitness needs, entertainment 
needs and "gambling" psychological needs. The satisfaction of fitness needs needs sports 
venues, fitness guidance, fitness atmosphere, fitness technology, scientific fitness knowledge 
and fitness equipment; Entertainment needs can be met by watching sports competitions on 
site or on TV, participating in sports competitions, tourism and other entertainment activities; 
Buying sports lottery meets the psychological needs of individual’ "gambling", hoping to bring 
good luck, and also meets the return psychology of paying attention to sports knowledge. Sports 
is not a necessary activity for people's survival. It is a kind of people's behavior of leisure and 
entertainment. Sport products that meet personal needs are generally preference goods and 
non-convenience goods. Consumers are willing to compare when buying, and are willing to 
make efforts to buy sport products that meet their preferences and economic ability, and even 
spend extra money to buy these products. 
It can be seen that the consumers of sport products include the state, local governments, non-
sports producing enterprises, sports enterprises, non-profit non-productive organizations, 
non-profit sports associations and individual consumers. 

3.2. Existing Forms of Sport Products 
The American Marketing Association defines the subject matter of marketing as concept, entity 
and service. Including tangible goods, intangible services, organizations, ideas or their 
combinations. These categories are all exist in sport products. 
Sport products existing in kind include sports equipment, sports clothing, shoes and hats, 
sports venues, sports books and audio-visual products, sports tickets, sports lottery tickets and 
athletes. 
Sports service products are mainly labor services, which are expressed as activities carried out 
by physical exercise (or sports action) as the basic means. There are three basic forms: 
combined service products of various sports actions for people to watch (including various 
techniques and tactics), sports service products that people "reproduce" to meet people's 
physical and psychological needs through their own sports, and labor products that provide 
sports education, training and training services. The management activity in the process of 
sports production is also a service product, such as the operation and management service 
activities provided by sports venues and other sports organizations. 
Sports concept products include various techniques and tactics, athlete spirit and sports spirit 
existing for sports production. Sports spirit is the reflection of the overall appearance, sports 
level, justice, openness, sports characteristics, cohesion, infection and public appeal etc. It is a 
symbol of sports ideal, belief, sentiment and sports knowledge, sports morality and sports 
aesthetic level. It is the backbone and soul of sports, and is the long-term accumulation of 
essence in the process of sports production and consumption. It makes human beings more 
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courageous, more robust, more cautious and more liberal and dignified. It is the greatest 
contribution of sports to human history and social development. Athlete's spirit is an aspect of 
sports spirit. It is the spirit of athletes in the process of hard study, hard practice, and hard 
works, such as struggle, refinement, enterprising, strong will, persistence, perseverance, 
confidence, transcendence, breakthrough, unity, innovation and other spiritual forces. As the 
essence of sports thoughts, technologies and tactics are the core and important display of sports 
level. They are the tools and ideological achievements of sports producers to improve sports 
level. They are the carrier of athlete spirit and sports spirit. They are often transformed into 
physical products such as sports books and audio-visual products. 
Non-profit sports organizations and sports governments are rarely exchanged in the market. 
Sports organizations are exchanged as products, which are more reflected in the field of 
professional sports. The transfer of the ownership and use right of the names of sports clubs 
and sports venues is the main form. Products derived from sports organizations exist in two 
ways. First, because its sports assets have the value of social public events, the form of 
consumption is that the name of sports organizations is purchased and used by enterprises and 
non-profit organizations in a certain period of time, such as naming right; Second, cultural 
products with symbolic elements as their existence matrix, such as sports organization brands 
and product brands from the accumulation or reputation of long-term cultural elements such 
as the International Olympic Committee and the Olympic Games. These two ways of existence 
have intangible characteristics. 
It can be seen that the existence form of sport products has complex characteristics. The 
product forms existing in reality are reflected in sport products. 

3.3. Overall Product Concept 
With the development of society, people's needs have changed, and the requirements for 
consumer goods far exceed their functions. The overall concept of products came into being. 
The overall concept product in marketing includes five levels: core product, formal product, 
additional product, expected product and potential product. Core product refers to the interests 
pursued by consumers when purchasing a product. It is what customers really want to buy. 
Therefore, it is also the most basic and important part in the overall concept of the product; 
Formal product is the form by which core products can be realized, that is, the image of entities 
and services provided to the market; Additional products are all additional services and 
benefits obtained by customers when purchasing tangible products; Expected product refers to 
a set of product attributes and conditions that buyers usually want and default to buy a certain 
product; Potential products refer to all additional parts and newly added functions that a 
product may eventually realize. 
The multi category of sport products and their consumers increases the difficulty of the overall 
concept level analysis of sport products. This paper only roughly analyzes sport products from 
three levels: the most important core products, formal products and expected products in the 
overall concept of products. 

 
Table 1. Simple Overall Concept of Products 

Consumer type    Core products Formal products Expected products 

Nation 

National progress 
Social progress 
Increase national fiscal 
revenue 
Show national power 
Increase awareness 
worldwide 

Sportsmanship,  
Sports policies at the 
national level 
National sports 
competitions 
Gold medals in 
international 
competitions 

The national awareness of 
struggle has been strengthened 
Enhance national sports 
awareness 
The people are more united 
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Develop national sports Sports Lottery 
Sports publicity 

Local government 

Show the strength, 
comparison and superiority 
of the government 
Increase local fiscal 
revenue 
Show local strength 
Raise awareness nationally 
and worldwide 
Physical health and good 
mental outlook of residents 
within the jurisdiction 

Stadium 
Gold medals in 
international and 
national sports events 
Large scale sports event 
Sportsmanship 
Sports policy at local 
level 
Sports Lottery 
Sports publicity 
Local sports activities 

Residents' awareness of 
struggle and sports has 
increased, and their cohesion 
has increased 
Local economic strength has 
increased 
Local society has developed 

Non-sports 
productive 
enterprises 

Improve the popularity of 
enterprises and products 
Show enterprise strength 
Promote product sales 
Entertain customers 
Improve employee 
productivity 

Sports sponsorship 
Sports activities 
Physical training 

High quality service 
happy memories 
Strengthening enterprise 
cohesion 
 

Non-profit 
Non-sports 
production 

organization 

Improve organizational 
visibility 
 
Exhibition organization 
services 

Sports sponsorship 
 

High quality service 
happy memories 
Strengthening enterprise 
cohesion 
 

Sports enterprise 

Gain profit 
Improve the popularity of 
sports enterprises 
Increase product sales 

Sports equipment 
Sportswear 
Sports intermediary 
service 
Labor services of 
athletes, coaches and 
others 
Stadium 

Professionalism and continuity 
High quality service 
High cost performance 

Non-profit Sports 
Association 

Improve organizational 
visibility 
Exhibition organization 
services 
Increase cash flow within 
the organization 

Right to use stadiums 
and gymnasiums 
Sports intermediary 
service 
Physical training 

High quality service 
happy memories 
Enhanced organizational 
cohesion 
Expand the scale of the 
organization 
Expand organizational influence 

Individual 
consumer 

Bodybuilding 
entertainment 
"Gambling" psychology 

Sports activities 
Right to use sports 
venues 
Sports equipment 
Sportswear 
Physical education and 
training 
Sports competitions in 
the media 
Sports audio-visual 
books 
Sports Lottery 

High quality service 
High cost performance 
happy memories 
Highly professional 
 
 
 
 
The joy of winning the prize and 
gaining wealth 
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4. Conclusion 

Different classification paradigms reflect different theoretical entry points, which also analyzes 
the social nature of sports product production from different aspects. Sport products can also 
be classified from the aspects of product information characteristics, customer purchase effort, 
purchase cost and frequency, value proposition and differentiation, consumption channels and 
so on. The classification of consumers, consumer demand and product existence form of sport 
products in this paper is the basic classification of products in marketing, which can meet the 
requirements of analyzing sport products from the overall level, study the needs of all 
consumers of sport products, and list all sports product categories in reality as 
comprehensively as possible. This will be conducive to the clarity and evolution of sport 
products, help sports marketing theory better combine with sports practice, enrich, improve 
and systematize sports marketing knowledge, and better serve the development of sports 
marketing theory. 
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